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ABSTRACT

Analysis of the blood cell distribution in bone marrow is nec-
essary for a detailed diagnosis of many hematopoietic dis-
eases, such as leukemia. While this task is performed man-
ually on microscope images in clinical routine, automating it
could improve reliability and objectivity.

Cell detection tasks in medical imaging have successfully
been solved using deep learning, in particular with RetinaNet,
a powerful network architecture that yields good detection
results in this scenario. It utilizes axis-parallel, rectangular
bounding boxes to describe an object’s position and size.
However, since cells are mostly circular, this is suboptimal.

We replace RetinaNet’s anchors with more suitable Cir-
cular Anchors, which cover the shape of cells more precisely.
We further introduce an extension to the Non-maximum Sup-
pression algorithm that copes with predictions that differ in
size. Experiments on hematopoietic cells in bone marrow im-
ages show that these methods reduce the number of false pos-
itive predictions and increase detection accuracy.

Index Terms— Cell Detection, RetinaNet, Bone Marrow

1. INTRODUCTION

Counting different white blood cells in bone marrow mi-
croscopy images is a necessary step for a detailed diagnosis
of many hematopoietic diseases, such as leukemia. In clinical
routine, trained medical experts perform this task manually,
which makes the results more subjective and prone to human
error compared to a reliable, objective automation. A cru-
cial step in automating this process is the accurate detection
of cells in bone marrow whole slide images. Classification
can either be handled in the same stage or as a subsequent
task. In this paper, we focus on pure cell detection without
classification.

On the given dataset, both classification and segmenta-
tion tasks relying on accurate detection results have shown
promising outcomes [1, 2]. Song et al. [3, 4] perform de-
tection of blood cells in bone marrow microscope images of

Fig. 1. Extract of a bone marrow microscope image with
ground truth (green) and cell prediction (blue) using Circu-
lar Anchors and Area-based Non-maximum Suppression.

relatively low magnification. This makes subsequent classi-
fication – in particular the differentiation of more than two
cell types – difficult. For a complete analysis of myelopro-
liferative diseases, a more detailed classification and there-
fore greater magnification is necessary. Earlier research using
classical methods requires manual segmentation for the clas-
sification of only a subset of cell types [5], considers only
nuclei [6] or focuses on peripheral blood [7], which has lower
white blood cell density and less diversity in cell types.

A common solution to object detection in medical imag-
ing is the one-stage detection architecture RetinaNet [8],
which employs a new loss function, called Focal Loss that
reduces the influence of background samples. This removes
the need for a second stage employed by the more com-
plex architectures Faster R-CNN [9] and Mask R-CNN [10].
RetinaNet’s network architecture uses a Feature Pyramid Net-
work [11] as the backbone and predicts anchor boxes on the
resulting feature maps. After subsequent filtering using Non-
maximum Suppression these are fed into two subnetworks: a
classification network, which assigns a class to each anchor
box, and a regression network, which refines the bounding
box. For additional implementation details we refer to the
Medical Detection Toolkit [12].

As is common practice in detection tasks, RetinaNet uses
axis-parallel rectangular bounding boxes to estimate the posi-
tion and size of objects. This is a suitable approximation for
objects of arbitrary unknown shapes, which is the case in most
object detection challenges such as COCO [13] or PASCAL



VOC [14]. For some datasets with mostly round objects, this
might not be optimal: a rectangular bounding box for circular
target shapes contains a large amount of background or other
object instances. Particularly for adjacent cells with a large
size difference, the non-maximum suppression, which elimi-
nates overlapping anchor boxes, might not work correctly.

Contributions We propose two improvements to the clas-
sical RetinaNet architecture. First, we add a second step
to IoU-based non-maximum suppression that removes more
false positive bounding boxes by taking not only the union
of predicted bounding boxes but both individual areas into
account. We denote this as Area-based Non-maximum Sup-
pression (ANMS). Second, we propose replacing rectangular
bounding boxes with Circular Anchors (CA) to better cap-
ture round objects. This step further reduces the number of
false positive predictions. Both contributions improve detec-
tion rates for circular, non-overlapping objects such as blood
cells.

2. METHODS

2.1. Area-based Non-maximum Suppression

We extend Intersection over Union (IoU)-based Non-maximum
Suppression by utilizing the non-symmetric Intersection over
Area (IoA, Equation 1).

IoAA(A,B) =
|A ∩B|
|A|

(1)

Figure 2 illustrates a problematic scenario, in which the
IoA describes the overlap of predictions more accurately.
Based on the IoA we add an additional criterion to IoU-
basedNon-maximum Suppression (NMS): if a predicted box
A has an IoAA(A,B) > tANMS compared to a box B and if
its confidence c(A) is lower than the confidence c(B), it is
discarded. Thus, bounding boxes, which are to a large part
covered by another box, are removed if they have a lower
confidence. The confidence condition ensures that bounding
boxes covering a detected small cell with high confidence are
not erroneously discarded. tANMS is a threshold value that
needs to be determined in hyper-parameter optimization.

We denote the combination of IoU-based non-maximum
suppression and the IoA-based criterion as Area-based Non-
maximum Suppression (ANMS).

2.2. Circular Anchors

Instead of 2D position, width and height (four parameters),
only 2D position and radius (three parameters) are required
for a circular formulation of anchors. This also results in a
lower number of anchor box templates, since the aspect ra-
tio of a circle is fixed. The reduction in anchors and anchor
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Fig. 2. Problematic scenario for IoU-based NMS: in the right
scenario, the IoU is lower than in the left, even though one
box is completely encompassed in the other. The definition
for IoAX can be found in Equation 1.

parameters results in 90895 (approximately 0.5%) fewer net-
work parameters compared to the original RetinaNet formu-
lation. We choose circles over ellipses for precisely this rea-
son: ellipses would increase the number of parameters and
anchors, because they do not only require position, width and
height but also orientation information.

In the regression branch of the network architecture, the
regression of width and height is replaced by regression of
the radius. As shown in equation 2, the radius r is estimated
by computing its logarithmic ratio tr to the anchor circle ra-
dius ra.

tr = log(
r

ra
) (2)

In the original RetinaNet, the bounding boxes that extend
past the image dimensions are cropped to fit in the image by
clipping position, width or height. This, however, is not pos-
sible with circular anchors, because the new anchors are not
axis-parallel to the image boundaries. We chose to to allow
ground truth and prediction circles to extend past the image
boundaries.

The intersection of two circles, which is required for
both normal and advanced Non-maximum Suppression, is
computed using the equation

|I(d, rA, rB)| = r2A cos−1

(
d2 + r2A − r2B

2drA

)
+r2B cos−1

(
d2 + r2B − r2A

2drB

)
−1

2

√
(−d+ r+)(d+ r−)(d− r−)(d+ r+)

with r+ = rA + rB and r− = rA − rB . (xi, yi) de-
notes the center coordinates and ri the radius of the i-
th circle. d is the distance between two circle centers:
d =

√
(xB − xA)2 + (yB − yA)2.

IoU (necessary for Non-maximum Suppression) and IoA
(necessary for Area-based Non-maximum Suppression) can
then be computed as follows.



IoU(A,B) =
|I(dAB , rA, rB)|

|A|+ |B| − |I(dAB , rA, rB)|
(3)

IoAA(A,B) =
|I(dAB , rA, rB)|

|A|
(4)

3. EVALUATION

3.1. Data

The dataset employed in this work consists of microscopy im-
ages of bone marrow after Pappenheim staining with a mag-
nification factor of 63 and immersion oil.

A total number of 101 patches containing approximatively
7400 cells were extracted, each of size 2048× 2048 px2. The
data was split into subsets for training (56%), validation
(11%), hyper-parameter optimization (11%) and evaluation
(22%). Ground truth positions and segmentations have been
manually created by medical experts. Cell-like artifacts and
damaged cells are treated as background.

Further analysis of the dataset showed that cells always
have a minimal size of 50 px. Consequently, smaller predic-
tions are discarded automatically.

3.2. Hyper-parameters

Based on hyper-parameter optimization, the optimal patch
size for training was determined to be 256 × 256 px2 with a
batch size of 4. Further, we find a ResNet-50-architecture for
the Feature Pyramid Network beneficial compared to deeper
versions. We also employ the Cross Entropy loss function
instead of Focal Loss as it yields better results. For the
calculation of the cross entropy loss, positive and negative
examples are sampled in a 1 : 1 ratio by using Stochastic
Hard Example Mining (SHEM), where a subset of negative
examples is randomly chosen from a pool of the worst scoring
negative examples.

In contrast to the original implementation of RetinaNet,
we apply test-time augmentation by mirroring and ensem-
bling with five models, resulting in the need for Weighted

tNMS tANMS tWBC tDetection

Baseline 0.3 n.a. 0.3 0.57
ANMS 0.3 0.5 0.3 0.57
CA 0.1 n.a. 0.4 0.75
Both 0.1 0.5 0.7 0.47

Table 1. Threshold values after hyper-parameter optimization
for None-maximum Suppression (tNMS), Area-based Non-
maximum Suppression (tANMS), Weighted Box Clustering
(tWBC) as well as the detection threshold tDetection. These
thresholds depend on whether we employ the original Reti-
naNet (Baseline), ANMS, Circular Anchors (CA) or both
ANMS and CA.

Box Clustering (WBC) [12]. The thresholds used in None-
maximum Suppression (tNMS), Area-based Non-maximum
Suppression (tANMS) and Weighted Box Clustering (tWBC)
are optimized individually per method. All further parame-
ters are set to the RetinaNet default values provided in the
Medical Detection Toolkit [12]. The optimized thresholds are
shown in Table 1.

3.3. Experimental Setup

The evaluation covers four methods: Original RetinaNet
(Baseline), RetinaNet with Area-based Non-maximum Sup-
pression (ANMS), RetinaNet with Circular Anchors (CA)
and RetinaNet with ANMS and CA (Both).

Predicted and ground truth cell instances are matched
based on bounding box overlap or centroid distance. If a
predicted box / circle has an IoU of at least 0.5 with a ground
truth instance, it is considered as a true positive (TP) with
matching by bounding box. Similarly, a distance between
centroids of less than 50 px is a true positive with distance-
based matching. However, only one prediction can be counted
as TP per ground truth. Missed ground truth instances are
considered as false negative (FN), while predictions without
matched ground truth are false positive (FP). Scores are mea-
sured using Average Precision (AP). Additional f1-scores are
obtained by choosing a detection threshold (tDetection) during
hyper-parameter optimization.

3.4. Results

Tabular results can be found in Table 2: for each of the ex-
periments and for each of the matching method presented in
Section 3.3, the table gives the number of false positives (FP),
the Average Precision (AP) and the f1-score) (f1), which is
computed using the detection threshold tDetection. Figure 3
shows the corresponding precision-recall curves as they are
used for computing the Average Precision. In particular, the
precision curve is interpolated such that for every recall value

Bounding Box Distance
FP AP f1 FP AP f1

Baseline 5864 94.0 90.3 6193 94.5 90.2
ANMS 2560 95.2 91.9 2709 96.6 92.5
CA 3598 94.1 90.4 3643 95.3 91.1
Both 1598 95.6 92.5 1602 97.6 93.4

Table 2. Results for the original RetinaNet (Baseline), Reti-
naNet with Area-based Non-maximum Suppression (ANMS),
RetinaNet with Circular Anchors (CA) and RetinaNet with
ANMS and CA (Both): for each matching method (matching
by bounding box and matching by distance of center points),
the number of false positives (FP), the Average Precision (AP)
in percent (%) and the f1-score (f1) in percent (%) are listed.
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Fig. 3. Results for the original RetinaNet (Baseline), Reti-
naNet with Area-based Non-maximum Suppression (ANMS),
RetinaNet with Circular Anchors (CA) and RetinaNet with
ANMS and CA (Both) using matching based on the bound-
ing box.

the highest precision value with same or higher recall is de-
noted in the graph.

Compared to the baseline experiment with a standard
RetinaNet, the average precision increases by 1.2 percentage
points with Area-based Non-maximum Suppression and by
1.6 percentage points with both ANMS and circular anchors
for bounding box matching. The f1-score is 1.6 and 2.2 per-
centage points higher, respectively. Additionally, the number
of false positive predictions (before applying a prediction
threshold) is reduced from 5864 to 2560 with ANMS and to
1598 with ANMS and circular anchors. For distance-based
matching, the differences are slightly larger.

3.5. Discussion

The results show that both methods, Circular Anchors and
Area-based Non-maximum Suppression, can improve Reti-
naNet’s Average Precision for the detection of hematopoietic
cell in bone marrow images. While the Circular Anchors are
beneficial for round objects such as blood cells, they are likely
to not improve more arbitrary object shapes. Particularly for
more complex shapes or objects with a greater variance in
shape, the increased complexity in anchor box formulation
and network architecture is an important trade-off factor. For
example, a few irregularly shaped cells that couldn’t be accu-
rately described by a circle, led to erroneous predictions when
surrounded by a large number of competing predictions.

The Area-based Non-maximum Suppression step is appli-
cable to a broader ranger of object detection tasks. It should,
however, be only applied if the data has no overlapping ob-
jects of varying size (which is the case for most object detec-
tion challenges in natural images).

Figure 4 illustrates that using ANMS helps to eliminate a
higher number of wrong bounding boxes compared to plain

Fig. 4. Non-maximum Suppression (NMS), left) vs. Area-
based Non-maximum Suppression (ANMS, right). Note that
ANMS reduces the number of false positive predictions that
lie within another prediction with higher confidence.

NMS: by focusing on boxes that lie to a large part within
another box, implausible detections are removed. Circular
Anchors achieves a similar goal by improving the achievable
precision of anchors: bounding boxes are intrinsically inaccu-
rate for round objects as they will always contain a significant
ratio of background pixels, while circles are able to provide
a prediction boundary much more accurately. Table 1 further
shows that using Circular Anchors lowers the threshold for
the standard Non-maximum Suppression, as the description
of cells by circular anchors is much more precise.

4. CONCLUSION & OUTLOOK

We introduced two improvements to RetinaNet and showed
that they increase f1-score and Average Precision for the de-
tection of hematopoietic cells in bone marrow images. First,
we added a second step to the Non-maximum Suppression
that removes predictions within another prediction of differ-
ent size by using Intersection over Area in addition to Inter-
section over Union. Second, we replaced the rectangular an-
chors of RetinaNet with Circular Anchors. Particularly the
combination of both proposed approaches reduces the number
of false positive prediction and improves detection scores.

For the analysis of bone marrow blood cells, the next
steps include analyzing the impact of Circular Anchors and
ANMS when also using RetinaNet’s classification branch.
Since the classification and the regression subnet are com-
pletely separated and share no parameters, it is expected to
lead to similar overall localization results. It might further
be interesting to utilize the underlying concepts of this paper
with different network architectures.
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